
#302

3-5 years 6-12 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1/2 cup heavy whipping

cream 

1 tsp vanilla

2 1/2 tsp sugar

Sandwich and large size

ziplock bags

Bag of ice cubes

Rock salt

Comet Ice Cream

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Curiosity Spark -  Can we turn liquid into a solid?

Help children place these ingredients into a tightly sealed sandwich sized

bag, pressing the air out as you seal it.

Place this bag within another one and seal tightly again.

Half fill a large ziplock bag with ice cubes and add 6 spoons of salt. 

Place the smaller bag into this larger bag with ice cubes and salt then seal

again.

To make the ice cream you need to shake the bags for around 10 minutes so

it’s time to get moving and have some fun!

Play tag, toss the bag to each other, relay races etc.

When you see a solid icecream forming sit down and put small spoonfuls in

a cup for each child to taste.

You can double the recipe to make more but keep in mind you will need to

shake for longer!

Challenging

my fine 

motor muscles
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My Gross 

Motor Muscles
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EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Provide individual bags and more ingredients so older children can

measure and make their own ice cream in a bag.

Make butter instead of ice cream by pouring liquid whipping

cream into a glass jar or container and shaking again for 10 - 15

minutes until it forms a solid butter.


